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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f be a function defined on the interval [0, co). The Szasz-Mirakyan 
operator S,(f, x) is defined as follows: 
UL xl = f f(kln) PkWh pk(t) = e-‘tk/k!. (1.1) 
k=O 
Several authors (see [l-3]) studied the convergence of the operator (1.1). 
Recently, Fuhua Cheng [4] established an estimate of the rate of con- 
vergence for functions of bounded variation on every finite subinterval of 
[0, co) and proved that iff(t) = O(t”‘)(t + co) for some LY > 0, then 
I%z(f, x) - (WKf(x + ) + f(x - ))I 
~(3+x)lW) f vg,, Ix-x/&x-xl& 
k=l 
+ WJnx) 
x (IfIx + ) - f(x - )I + (4x)4ax (e/4)““), vx E (0, 00 1, (1.2) 
where V(g, [a, b]) is the total variation of g on [a, b] and 
f(t) - f(x + 1, x<t<co 
g,(t) := 0, 
i 
t=x 
f(t)-Ax- 1, o<t<x. 
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In a seminar lecture Meiqin Wang gave the rate of convergence of the 
Bernstein operator by means of a sequence of pointwise moduli of con- 
tinuity improving Cheng’s result [S]. The author [6] generalized Cheng’s 
result (1.2) for the function of bounded variation of order p 2 1 (BP’,) and 
established an estimate forf’(x) E BV, on every finite subinterval of [O, co). 
In this paper we consider the class of functions By) which is larger than 
the class of functions of generalized bounded variation 
BI”)= {f/f- E [ , ‘) C 0 co), f(;)(x) exist everywhere and are 
bounded on every finite subinterval of [0, co) and 
f’;)(t)=O(t”‘)(t~co)for some u>O} (r=O, l,...), 
where f(i)(x) means f(x + ). 
We shall prove that for f E BP) 
IS n (f, x) - (W)(f ‘l’(x) + f(‘)(x))1 
< (73 A(x)/n) i wJJdc;Y’STi;i + 73 Jm w,(x + 3) 
k=l 
+ U(e-“” + 1 f ‘5’(x) - f ‘T’(x)l/( 1 + A,), (1.3) 
where w,(t) = w,(h,, t) = sup{ Ih,(x + S) - h,(x)], Is] < 1) and 
I 
f”‘(f) -f q 
h,(x) := o,+ 
+ x9 ) x<t<O 
t=x. 
f Y”(f) - f Y)(x) 7 o<t<x. 
It is clear that if g is of A-bounded variation [7], then 
(1.4) 
w,(g,t)d V,(g, Cx-t,x+tl). 
If g is continuous on [a, b] and XE [a, b] then 
w,(g, t) < dg, t), (1.5) 
where o(g, t) is the usual modulus of continuity. Hence, our estimate (1.3) 
includes results for the function of generalized bounded variation and 
continuous functions. Unfortunately, our other estimate for f E BfTJ 1, 
IS!,‘)(f, x) - f (‘)(x)l < (21 A(x)/n) 
x i &GP w,~Z~E)+ (312) 
k=l 
xJd(xNn If';+"(X)-ff(T+')(X)I +0(1/n), 
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does not include the casef’ E Lip 1 on every finite subinterval of [0, co). In 
that case we only obtain 
s;)(f, x) -f”‘(X) = O(log n/n). 
This degree is worse than the usual degree l/n. Therefore, the question on 
finding a unified estimate that includes the case f’ E Lip l[O, A] remains 
open. 
2. THEOREMS 
Now we state our main results as follows. 
THEOREM 1. 1ff E BP) (r = (0) u kJ), then for n 2 3 + 4r*, 
W’(f, x) - ( WU”‘( n +X I+ f%)N 
< (73 4x)/n) f: w,($Gim + 73 Jrn WAX + 3) 
k=l 
+ O(eecn + If’;)(x) - f(?(x)l/( 1 + J’J;;)), 
where the sign “0” is independent off and n but depends on x and a and 
w,(t) = w,(h,, t) is the pointwise modulus of continuity of h, at x and h, is 
defined by (1.4), d(x) = max{ 1, x}. 
THEOREM 2. If f E By), then for x E [0, A] (A > 0) and n > 4r2 we have 
IS!% x1 -f'%)lGW 4x)/n) f w,(JZG)JZG 
k=l 
+ (3/2) 1 f ‘;+ l’(x) - f ‘C” “(x)1 
x J4x)ln + O(M), 
where the sign “0” is independent of x, n, and f but depends on a and A. 
From Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 in Section 3, observing (1.5), we obtain 
the following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 1. If f E C[O, A] (A > 0) and f = O(P) for some a >O, 
then 
IWf, X)-f%)I = W*/AllJ;IN 
holds uniformly on [0, A], where 
WA(t) = WAf, t) 
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If r = 0, this Corollary is a Theorem of Hermann [3]. 
COROLLARY 2. Zf f is of A-bounded variation on every finite subinterval 
of [0, a~) andf=U(t”)(t+oo)forsome cr>O, thenfor XE(O, co) 
ISW xl - (1/2)(f(‘V n +X ) + f’T’(x)h 
<(734x)/n) f V,dh,, Ix-,/‘~~x+Jd(xljkl) 
k=l 
+73V,Ah,, [0,2x+31),/4x)/n 
+ O(eC’” + If’:)(x) - f V(x)l/( 1 + A)). 
3. LEMMAS AND PRELIMINARIES 
In order to prove the above theorems we need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. Zff + ‘)E C[a, b] andf ‘;)(x) exist everywhere on [a, b], then 
f’;)(x+0,rh)h’<d;If(x)<f’;)(x+8,rh)hr, 0<0,,6, ~1, (3.1) 
where the difference of order r is defined by 
df(x)=d:,f(x)=f(x+h)-f(x)andd’f(x)=d;,f(x)=d(d’-‘f(x)). 
Proof: On using the method of mathematical analysis it is not difficult 
to prove the lemma for the case r = 1. For r > 2, using the mean value 
theorem we have 
A’f(x)=A’~‘(f(x+h)- f(x)) 
= [f”-‘)(x+h+B’(r-1)h) 
- f(‘-‘)(x+W(r- l)h)]h’-’ (0<8’< 1). 
Applying the known result for r = 1, we obtain (3.1). 
LEMMA 2. For every x E [0, co) there exist constants c > 0 and N = N(x) 
such that 
(3.2) 
provided n > N(x). For the interval [O, A] (A > 0) there exist constants c > 0 
and N independent of x such that (3.2) holds uniformly for n > N. 
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For the proof we can follow the method of Hermann [3]. 
The following results are known (see [4]): 
*~~,p*(nn)gxlCn(x-1)*1, O<t<x (3.3) 
1 p(nx) G xlCn(x - 0*1, x<t<2(x+ l), (3.4) 
k b nr 
A,(x) = 1 p&x) = l/2 + o( l/t1 + ,,&, (3.5) 
k > nx 
B,(x)= c p&x)= l/2+0(1/(1 +$7x)). (3.6) 
4. hOOF 
We only prove Theorem 2, since the proof of Theorem 1 is similar. 
Proof of Theorem 2. In view of Lemma 1 and the fact that if A < C < B 
and max{ IAl, IBl } < C, then 1Zl < C, without loss generality, it is sufficient 
to estimate the right side of the inequality. 
Let m be a nonnegative integer such that m/n Q x < (m + 1 )/n, and let 
6 = (A(x)/n)‘l’, d(x) = max{ 1, x}. Write 
S"'( f, x) - f”‘(X) ” 
=k:,’ 
n’ d;,,zf(k/n) -f”‘(x)] p!hx) 
= k-fo [d d’f(k/n) -f”‘(x) + f ‘T’ “(x)(x-k/n)] p&x) 
+ ,=;+, [nr Jf(k/n) -f”‘(x) + f ‘:+ “(x)(x - k/n)1 pktnx) 
+(1/2)(f$+"(X)-f"+"(X)) f Ix-k/A pk(nx) 
k=O 
:=c, +c, +I,. 
It is easy to see that 
I I 1, <(l/2) If':+"(X)-f(:+')(X)J (x/n)"*. (4.2) 
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In order to estimate x1 we write again 
IL= c + c =L +x,2. (4.3) 
O<k/n<x-6+(1/n) .xvS+(l/n)<k/n<m/n 
Using Lemma 1 we have 
Cf”Y(k + rWn) 
O<k/n<x--6+lln 
-f”‘(x) + f’:’ “(x)(x-k/n)] pk(nx) 
6 c [f’T+ ‘)(tk) - f’l’ “(x)](x - k/n) pk(nx) 
O&kln<x-6+1/n 
+ c .f”-*)(tk) pk(nx) re/n 
O<k/n<x-6+1/n 
< c Wx(X-k/n)(x-k/n) pk(nx) 
O<k/n<x--6+1/n 
+ M-/n) 
O<k,n~~6+1,. pk(nx)’ 
(4.4) 
where M=su~,.,~~~+~ If’;“)(t)l, k/n<& <x and O-CO< 1 but not the 
same at each occurrence. 
Applying Abel transformation and (3.5), we obtain 
c w,(x - W)(x -k/n) pk(nx) 
OCk/n<x-6+1/n 
xo<*,c,,~, Cw,(x-&)(x-W) 
-w,(x-(k+l)/n)(x-(k+l)/n)](x-k/n)-2 
G JziF w* Jzm o <kin <;- 6 + l,n dnx) - wx(x)ln 
+ cwn) 1 w,(x - k/n)(x - k/rze2. (4.5) 
llnCkln<x~6 
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It is easy to verify that if n 2 3, 
Wn) c w,(x - k/n)(x - k/n)-* 
I/nCkln<x-S 
G W/n) j; w,(t)t-* dt 
= (4x/n) j”@ w,(l/fi)/fi dt 
l/x2 
<(4x/n) f w,(JGP) Jdolk + W,(X) 1 . (4.6) k=l 
A substitution of (4.5), (4.6) into (4.4) yields 
I I I,, < w&)(4x + 1)/n + (4x/n) f w,(J’m) dm k=l 
X 
O<k,.:-b+l,n pk(nx)’ 
(4.7) 
Now turn to the estimation of C12. Write 
IL*= c + c := c’,, +x1,. (4.8) 
x-d + l/n < k/n < (m - r)/n (m-r+lj/n<k/n<mjn 
Obviously 
pktnx). (4.9) 
x-6++/n~k/n<(m-r)/n 
Let 
Jk(x) := [f”‘((k + rO)/n) - f”‘(X) 
+ f”’ ‘)(x)(x - k/n)1 pktnx) (m-r+ 1 <k<m): 
(i) If (k + rfc?)/n < x, 
Jk(x) < If(~‘+“(rk)--(r+“(X)I IX - k/n1 
x pkbx) + f(:+ ‘)(tk) pkbx) rO/n 
< c&6% wx(d%%) + r”/nl pktnx). 
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(ii) If x < (k + re)/n, then 
Jk(X) d {If;+ 1)(5k) - f”’ “(X)1 Ix - k/n1 
+ If(;+"(X)-ff(T+yX)I x-&l 
+f';+l)(b) Wn} n&x) 
G {,/G ~,(,/a) + rMln 
+JaJf';+" (x)-f'~"'(X)l} p,(nx). 
Hence 
G C&6% w,(Jm) + rM/n) 1 PkW) 
(m-r+lJn)<kJnsm/n 
+ Jd(x)/n I f';+')(x)-f?+')(x)/. (4.10) 
Combining (4.8k(4.10) we get 
I I I,, G C,/‘%% w,(jx)ln) + rMin) c pktnx) x-S+I/n<k/nCmln 
+ jlqi$ If':+')(X)-ff('+')(X)I. (4.11) 
From (4.3), (4.7), and (4.11) it follows that 
+ (&KG w,L/~) + rM/n) C pktnx) 
O<k<m 
+JzG If(;+"(X)-ff('+yX)I. (4.12) 
Now consider Cz. Write 
c, = c + c + c 
(m+l)/n~k/n~x-b--(r+,),n x+a-(r+l)/nCk/nd2(x+1) 2(x + 1) < k/n 
:=c*, +L2 +c2y (4.13) 
It is evident that 
6 CwSJ%%) &6% + rM/n) c pktnx). 
(m+l)/n~k/n<x+6-((r+l)/n 
(4.14) 
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Similarly, if n B 4r*, 
I I I,, < (16x/n) kc, w,(Jdolk) ,/m + w,(x + 3)(64x + 1 J/n 
c Pkb). 
x + d - (I + 1 )/n < k/n G 2(x + 1) 
(4.15) 
Applying Lemma 2, we have 
I,, = O(e-‘“). (4.16) 
Combining (4.13)-(4.16), we get 
I I 1, < (16x/n) k$, w,(Jldolk) ,,I$% + %(x + 3)(64x + 1 )ln 
+ (w,(~oln) JGiF + rM/n) 
X c pk(nx) + o(e-'"). (4.17) 
(m+l)/n<kln<2(x+l) 
Finally, collecting (4.1), (4.2), (4.12), and (4.17), we obtain 
+(20x/n) f w,($GiF) &GE 
k=l 
+ w,(x + 3)(68x + 2)/n + (3/2) Jd(x)/n 
x If’;+ l)(x) - f(L+ ‘)(x)1 + O(e-‘“) 
+ (3/2) dZ% If’;+ 1) (x) - f(:+ ‘)(x)1 + O( l/n). 
Observing Lemma 2, here the sign “0” is independent of x, n, and f on the 
interval [0, A]. Q.E.D. 
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